Rankings

- **U.S. News & World Report** Names Baruch College Among Nation’s 2019 Best Graduate Schools
- Baruch College Named among America’s “Best Value Colleges 2018” by **Forbes**
- **College Choice** named Baruch College among the “25 Best Colleges in New York”
- Baruch College Named Among Top 300 Best College Values of 2018 by **Kiplinger’s Personal Finance**
- Baruch College Ranks #1 in Most Affordable Master’s in Industrial-Organizational Psychology by **Organizational Psychology Degrees**

Baruch College

- **CollegeNET** published an e-book touting Baruch College’s successful social mobility efforts
- Baruch College student profiled in **The New York Times** for editing over 17,000 Wikipedia edits
- The Baruch College United Sikh Association fundraised over $50,000 for a family whose home was destroyed by fire as reported by **amNewYork**
- **The Ticker** reported that Baruch students will be getting a new student center at the USPS’s Madison Square Station

Faculty

- President Wallerstein, Carla Robbins, and Thomas Main commented on the 2018 State of the Union Address in **Shanghai Observer**, **Sun TV**, **Ta Kung Pao Daily**, and **Ta Kung Pao Daily**
- David Birdsell offered his political insight to **Politico**, **Think Progress**, and **Fox 5**
- **Chronicle of Higher Education** reported that Ester Allen and Alison Griffiths were awarded 2018 Guggenheim Fellowships
- Carla Robbins was interviewed by **Yahoo!** on North and South Korea relations, and authored an article about election rigging in the **Washington Post**
- The **New York Times** spoke to Karen Hansing about Cuba’s changing politics
- Doug Muzzio was interviewed about New York State politics by **Governing** and **The New York Times**
- The **Harvard Gazette** profiled David Gruber for his breakthrough oceanic research
- Andrea Gabor wrote an opinion piece on education reform for the **Boston Globe**
- Ted Henkin spoke to the **Miami Herald** for an article about Cuba’s Lis Cuesta Peraza.
- Christos Giannikos was quoted in **Forbes** about the future of cryptocurrency
- **El Nuevo Dia**, **El Vocero**, and **The Washington Post** quoted Hector Cordero Guzman for his knowledge on Puerto Rico’s socioeconomics
- Myung Koo Kang discussed the spring inter-Korean summit on **CGTN America**
- Hilary Botein addressed the city’s public housing with the **New York Times**
- The **Washington Post**, **Sports Techie**, and **Forbes** reached out to Marc Edelman for his sports law expertise
- **WalletHub** sought personal finance advice from Meagan McCollum and Albert Zevelev
- Rob Hecht contributed job interview advice to **Career Builder**